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All about Lecta
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Global Supplier

All about Lecta

Lecta is a leading European manufacturer and distributor of speciality papers

for labels and flexible packaging, coated and uncoated paper for publishing

and commercial printing, and other high value-added innovative products

such as its range of environment-friendly, totally recyclable and

biodegradable functional papers.

As a responsible, committed company, Lecta is focused on the ongoing

search for new solutions based on natural, renewable raw materials that

contribute to a circular economy, helping to create a more sustainable world.

Today, Lecta is a multinational group with nearly 3,000 employees and seven

mills in Spain, France and Italy.

Present in the most demanding international markets, Lecta has 9 sales

offices in Europe, North America and North Africa.
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Integration

All about Lecta

Lecta has an integrated production system including, pulp, base

paper and different papers with a manufacturing capacity of

over 1.7 million metric tons with today’s latest technology and

achieves a top level environmental performance.

Lecta is also active in the distribution business in Southern

Europe, with its own merchants in Spain, Portugal, France and

Italy.
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2021 Key Figures

All about Lecta

1.7 M tons

Production

Capacity

9 Sales 

offices

4 Own paper 

Merchants

7 Mills

2,986  

Employees

at year end 

€1,340 Million

Revenue

1.2 M tons 

Volume sold
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All about Lecta

Manufacturing Sites

ITALY

FRANCE

SPAIN
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All about Lecta

Sales Organization

United States

Sales offices (9)  |  Own merchants (4) |

Central 

Eastern 

Europe

Morocco

United

Kingdom
Benelux

Germany

Portugal

Spain

France

Italy
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All about Lecta

Chin

a

LABELLING

FOOD SERVICE

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING

WIDE FORMAT

PREMIUM PUBLISHING

AND COMMERCIAL PRINTING

Product Portfolio

BUSINESS FORMS

PACKAGING AND BAGS

THERMAL PRINTING
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Self-adhesive range of paper and films for labels,

stickers and wide format applications

Adestor’s wide variety of adhesives make it ideal for

numerous applications, on different surfaces and in

different labelling conditions.

Adestor products can be printed with conventional

printing systems as well as with most digital printing

systems, with excellent results.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Thermal Printing

Adestor
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One-side coated papers for labels and flexible

packaging

Glossy papers for standard and wrap-around labels for

cans and jars, wet-strength grades for water, soft drinks

and beer. Labels for food packaging such as yoghurt

banderoles, chocolate and biscuit wrappers.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Flexible Packaging

• Packaging and Bags

Creaset
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High-vacuum recyclable metallized papers designed

for Premium-quality label applications and flexible

packaging

High-vacuum metallized paper with a perfect metallic

surface of less than 0,1g/m2 aluminium.

Silver or gold, gloss or matt, Metalvac is available in a

smooth finish or embossed (linen, brushed and pin-

head) and gives excellent printing results for a wide

range of applications.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Flexible Packaging

• Packaging and Bags

• Commercial Printing

Metalvac
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High gloss high coated papers for premium wine,

cava and water labels, high end packaging

applications and advertising

Excellent properties: high whiteness, very smooth

surface, exceptional printability, fast ink-drying and high

definition image. Suitable for flexo, typo, silk-screen

printing and stamping.

Ideal for self-adhesive manufacturing of deluxe labels for

wines, liquors, spirits, perfumes and foodstuffs.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Packaging and Bags

• Commercial Printing

Eurokote
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The natural uncoated paper choice for the

publishing world and shopping bags

With white and ivory finishes, Coral Book is a range of

uncoated papers specially designed for the publishing

industry.

Coral Bag is a range of uncoated papers without added

OBA specially designed for carrier bags.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Packaging and Bags

• Premium Publishing

• Commercial Printing

Coral Book / Coral Bag
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The paperboard for creativity

Diva Art is an one-side coated paperboard and Diva Art

Duo is two-side coated paperboard with an outstanding

silk finish noteworthy for its printability and brilliant color

reproduction in offset and digital printing, in addition to

its perfect folding characteristics and exceptional

resistance to cracking.

Diva Art Metal is high-vacuum metallized paperboard

on one side, specially designed for creative uses of

graphic and luxury packaging with excellent printing and

converting results.

All about Lecta

• Packaging and Bags

• Commercial Printing

Diva Art / Duo / Metal
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Premium and standard coated papers for publishing,

advertising and print communications

Wide range of quality coated woodfree papers in sheets

and reels to cover all your printing needs: matt and

glossy papers, high bulk papers, white or natural tones,

smooth or true matt surfaces.

All about Lecta

• Premium Publishing

• Commercial Printing

Creator / Condat / Garda
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2-side coated recycled paper with a natural white
shade

Obtained from 100% recycled sources with the criteria
of absolute environmental respect.

High quality results for all printing processes.

All about Lecta

• Commercial Printing

Recytal Matt
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Paperboard with a sealable inner side suitable for

paper cup manufacturing

Solid bleached paperboard, with a non-coated face,

smooth and with a natural look suitable for flexography

and offset printing.

Its properties make it ideal for on-the-go disposable cups

for hot beverages. It is also suitable for take-away

containers for food and beverages.

EraCup is a sustainable solution for the manufacture of

disposable cups.

All about Lecta

• Food Service

EraCup
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Range of heat-sensitive papers designed specifically

for direct thermal printing

Used for printing variable information and bar codes for

a wide variety of applications (receipts, labels, tickets)

and sectors (retail, transportation, medical, food,

gambling).

Available with different durability and sensitivity, ensures

excellent performance during handling and use.

All about Lecta

• Labelling

• Thermal Printing

Termax
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One and two-side coated papers for posters and

commercial signage, both indoor and outdoor

CreatorUrban is suitable for offset and digital printing

with solvent, eco solvent, latex and UV inks.

All about Lecta

• Wide Format

CreatorUrban
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Carbonless paper to create a wide range of forms

Copies are obtained from the reaction between 2

different coatings on the back and front of base paper

when pressure is applied.

It is manufactured using our advanced Non-Contact

technology.

Eurocalco has a specially smooth surface, high rigidity

and excellent machinability in both sheets and reels.

All about Lecta

• Business Forms

Eurocalco
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Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance

Path to Sustainability

Environmental

Commitment

Lecta is a company firmly committed to sustainability. Protecting

the environment is a basic principle underlying our business

operations, as stated in Lecta’s Integrated Management System

Policy, which guides the company’s activity.

ISO 14001, ISO 45001, ISO 9001, ISO 50001, ISO 22000 (Motril

mill) , FSSC 22000 (Sant Joan les Fonts mill), GMP, REACH,

PAPER PROFILE, EMAS, EUTR, PEFC™ and FSC® C011032

chain of custody certificates.

Fully aligned with the fundamental principles of United Nations

Global Compact, of which it is a signatory, Lecta publishes and

makes available to its employees, customers, suppliers and

interested parties several policies in this regard which form the

basis of our activity and good practices.

Certifications

& Declarations

Social

Responsibility
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Thank you


